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Coastal Craft 40
Boat Type: Motor Yacht

OVERVIEW

The 40 exterior and interior features solid wood joinery handcrafted with traditional care and attention that offer

warmth and sophistication. Other interior details include custom cabinetry and trim along with custom art carvings

that personalize each yacht. Upholstery choices include fabrics, synthetic ultra-leathers, suede and genuine leather.

The 40 uses the latest electronic equipment available in the industry. Network monitoring and switching, PC

Navigation Systems along with the use of energy efficient LED interior lighting enhance enjoyment and relaxation

while onboard.

The exterior features include handcrafted stainless steel deck fittings, staircases and rails which add subtle strength

and style. Hand prepped and painted exterior finishes offer full body and luster to each custom painted yacht. All

exterior details are carefully designed and built with ease of care and low maintenance as principle their feature.



SPECIFICATIONS
Basic Information

Manufacturer: Coastal Craft Boat Type: Motor Yacht

Model: 40 Hull Material: Aluminum

Year: 2016 Hull Type:

Category: Power   

Dimensions & Weight

Length: 40.00 ft Draft - max: 3 ft 6 in - 1.07 meter

LOA: 40 ft 7 in - 12.37 meter Bridge Clearance: -

Beam: 14 ft - 4.27 meter Dry Weight: 31500 ft

Deadrise Aft: -   

Tank Capacities

Fuel Tank: - Holding Tank: -

Fresh Water Tank: -   

Accommodations

Total Cabins: 2 Crew Cabins: -

Total Berths: - Crew Berths: -

Total Sleeps: - Crew Sleeps: -

Total Heads: - Crew Heads: -

Captains Cabin: No   

FEATURES

DESIGN

Fast and stylish, the modest deadrise of the planing hull configuration ensures a dry and comfortable journey,

capable of reaching speeds in excess of 37 knots yet offering on-plane speeds in the low teens. The low profile

design gives stability and correct trim, a smooth ride and excellent visibility throughout the vessel.

STRENGTH

Every Coastal Craft yacht starts with the strongest & lightest materials available to the industry. The commercial

grade welded aluminum planing hull and structure provide unmatched strength that contribute to our legendary

reputation for safety and sea kindliness. Simply put, it’s hard to find a stronger better built boat.

SOUND

Reduced sound levels enhance your boating experience, and it is our goal to ensure we offer the best solutions for

sound control through out our yachts. We have developed sound dampening materials and insulating processes that

result in exceptionally low sound levels onboard all Coastal Craft yachts, providing greater enjoyment for all our

clients.



 

PERFORMANCE

Today, boat performance and economy are closely linked. The ability to travel long distances in a reasonable time

frame and at a reasonable cost, is what most boaters are searching for. No longer is simply faster better, today’s

successful cruisers need to offer the economy and comfort at high speeds and low speeds. This is where Coastal

Craft’s new 40 excels. While going slow, the 40 offers fuel economy of 4 nautical miles per US Gallon at 7.5 knots.

At 30 knots this agile performer boasts 1 nautical mile per US gallon. With the company’s strong reputation for

producing high quality performance yachts, it’s no surprise that the 40 s real economical performer. The exceptional

sightlines from each helm station provide uncompromised visibility which in turn provides enjoyment and safety to all

those onboard. Coastal Craft yachts offer a Port side double forwards facing seat which allows for the co-pilot to

keep a watchful eye for floating debris or to take in the beauty of the surrounding scenery.

SAFETY, COMFORT AND PURE ENJOYMENT

Boating is as much about adventure and exploration as it is about relaxation and enjoyment. So choose a yacht that

offers you the ability to be upfront and experience your surroundings. When the weather and sea conditions aren’t

ideal, it’s important that you are safe and comfortable onboard. The 40 will provide you with unmatched safety and

comfort even in unfavorable boating conditions. Some boats talk the talk but don’t walk the walk. Make sure you

know that your boat can walk the walk.

 

External Links

Coastal Craft●

Attachment

Performance Data●

http://www.coastalcraft.com/400-ips-design-details/
https://data.yachtcloser.com/bsdownload/?fcapi=downloadfiles&fileid=HVU63RV072NFSPBC2BHMYNWSZFI8VSH315267&opt=1
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